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Abstract. The present paper refers to the benefits provided in the lossless

compression by using preprocessing methods in order to exploit better the re-

dundancy of the source file. The following contributions represent a sequel of

the work entitled ,,Transformed Methods Used in Lossless Compression of Text

Files” [20], focusing on the Length-Index Preserving Transform (LIPT). The

procedures are derived from LIPT and are known as ILPT, NIT and LIT. These

transforms are applied to text files. The algorithms are briefly presented before

emphasizing their positive effects on a set of test files chosen from the classi-

cal text corpora. Experimental results were performed and some interesting

conclusions were driven on their basis.

1. Introduction

One of the new approaches in lossless text compression is to apply a reversible
lossless transformation [5], [6] to a source file before applying any other existing
compression algorithm. The transformation is meant to make the file compression
easier [1], [2]. The original text is offered to the transformation input and its output
is the transformed text, further applied to an existing compression algorithm [7], [8].
Decompression uses the same methods in the reverse order: decompression of the
transformed text first and the inverse transform after that.

Several important remarks could be made regarding this model. The transfor-
mation has to be perfectly reversible, in order to keep the lossless feature of text
compression [6]. The compression and decompression algorithms remain unchanged,
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thus they do not exploit the transformation-related information during the compres-
sion [11], [12]. The goal is to increase the compression ratio compared to the result
obtained by using the compression algorithm only [3], [4].

The algorithms use a fixed amount of data stored in a dictionary [13], [16] specific
to every work domain [15]. This dictionary should be known both by the sender
and the receiver of the compressed files [9]. The average size of the English language
dictionary is about 0.5 MB and it can be downloaded along with application files [22],
[25]–[28]. If the compression algorithms are to be use repeatedly (a valid assumption
in the practical cases), the dictionary size is negligible. The experimental results
measuring the performances of the preprocessing methods are given using the Calgary
Corpus [17] and some representative Romanian text files.

2. ILPT, NIT, and LIT Transforms

The three transform methods to be described here are all derived from the Length-
Index Preserving Transform (LIPT), which is briefly presented in the following.

LIPT uses a transformation dictionary of the corresponding language. Between
the transformation dictionary and the specified language (English, Romanian, etc.),
there is is a one to one correspondence. The words that are not found in the dictionary
are left unchanged in the coded text.

To create the LIPT dictionary, the language dictionary needs to be sorted depend-
ing on the word length, and every block of a specific length to be sorted in descending
order of the frequency of the words.

The encoding and decoding processes can be put together. We assume that both
the compressor and the decompressor have access to the same D dictionary and its
DLIPT correspondent.

The encoding steps are:

1. The words from the input text are searched in the D dictionary.

2. If the input text is found in theD dictionary, then the position and the number of
its length block are marked down and the adequate transformation is searched
at the same position and same length block in the DLIPTdictionary. This
transformation is the encoding of the input word. It this is not found in the D
dictionary that it is transferred unchanged.

3. Once the input text is transformed according to step 1 and 2, this is sent to a
compressor (e.g., Bzip2, PPM, etc.).

The decoding steps are:

1. The compressed received text is first decompressed using the same compressor
used in the coding phase the result being the LIPT transformed text.

2. To the decompressed text, an inverse transformation is applied. The words
preceded by the “*” character are the transformed ones, and those without it
are unchanged, so they do not need the inverse transformation. The transformed
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word is then interpreted like this: the length character indicates the length block
where the decoded word is found, the next three symbols indicate the offset
where the word is situated in that block and there can also be a capitalization
mask. The word is then searched in the D dictionary according to the above
parameters. The transformed words are then replaced with the corresponding
ones from the D dictionary.

3. The capitalization mask is applied.

It was noticed that the majority of words in the English language have a length
ranging between 1 and 10 letters. Most of them have a length ranging between 2 and 5
letters. The length and the frequency of words were a solid base on creating the LIPT
transform method [12], [17]. This can be considered a first phase of a compression
algorithm with many stages, like the Bzip2, that includes the RLE encoding [6], the
BWT transform [1] method and the MTF [1] and Huffman encoding [6], [14], [15].
LIPT can be used as an additional component in the Bzip2 algorithm, before the RLE
encoding, or it can also replace it.

ILPT, NIT, and LIT do lossless reversible text transforms, and are based upon
LIPT Transform [10], [14], [20]. They do not offer a significant increase of the execu-
tion time performance, because they use the same method of loading a dictionary as
LIPT does, and the static dictionary and the code dictionary remain the same.

The transform that preserves the initial letter (ILPT) is similar to LIPT [20]
excepting that the dictionary is sorted in blocks according to the initial letters of
the words. Then the words of each block of letters are sorted in descending order
of frequencies of occurrence of these words. The character that for LIPT is the
length of the coded word, in this case is the first letter of the coded word, that is
instead of *clen[c][c][c], for ILPT is *cinit[c][c][c], where cinit represents the first letter
of the coded word. Besides that, everything remains as for LIPT. Numerical Index
Transform (NIT) uses variable addresses based on numbers instead of letters of the
alphabet. This method was tested using a simple linear address with numbers, giving
the 59 951 words from English dictionary addresses from 0 to 59 950.

Using this method on English dictionary D, sorted first by word length, then the
frequency of their appearance, offered a performance lower than LIPT. As a result,
the dictionary was sorted globally in descending order of the frequency of appearance
of the words. In the new dictionary, the sorting of the blocks was not used. The
transformed words are represented by the character “*” followed by the corresponding
code of the respective word. This way the first word is coded as “*0”, the 1000th
word is coded as “*999”, and so on. Special characters are treated the same way as
for LIPT.

Combining the method used for NIT with the use of letters to specifying the offset,
was discovered another transform which is similar to the NIT, except that now, for
the specification of the linear address of a word in the dictionary, the alphabet letters
[a–z; A–Z] are used instead of numbers. This is called the Literal Index Transform
(LIT).

The size of the dictionary of transformation is variable depending on the individual
transform. For example, the text book1.txt, which had 767 KB, the size of the
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dictionaries of transformation obtained for ILPT, NIT and LIT are 294 KB, 344 KB,
and 311 KB. It is noted that ILPT has the dictionary of transformation with the
smallest size.

The frequency of the repeated words remains the same in the original text file
and the transformed one, only the frequency of the characters changes. This factor,
together with reducing the file size, contributes to a better compression by using these
transforms. For all transforms for generating transformation, dictionary words have
been sorted according to their frequency of occurrence. For ILPT words of the vector
are sorted in descending order of frequency of their occurrence. For NIT the entire
dictionary is considered a single block, and is sorted in descending order of frequency
of occurrence of words. LIT uses the same structure as NIT. Sorting words according
to frequency plays an important role in determining the size of the transformed file
and its entropy. Arranging words in descending order of their frequency of use leads
to use shorter codes for words used more often and longer codes for less used words.
This leads to obtain the file size smaller.

The coding scheme for the three transforms is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Coding scheme for ILPT, NIT and LIT transforms.

3. Compression Tests

Software compression [18]–[20], [23], [24] results are presented for the following files
using Initial Letter Preservation Transform (ILPT), Literal Index Transform (LIT)
and Numerical Index Transform (NIT) with the classic archiver WinRar (see Tables I–
III). There have been used some representatives Romanian text files and two test files,
called “book1” and “book2”, taken from the set of evaluation of lossless compression
algorithms Calgary Corpus [17].

4. Experimental Results

The following experimental results were obtained (see Figs. 2–7).
There can be noticed improvements in compression without classic archivers from

34 KB for 80 KB files up to 171 KB for 767 KB files. For example, a file of 170 KB
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has about 1200 lines, which is not negligible. Transformation algorithm is based on
the exploitation of redundancy, so the larger the file the better the compression.

Table I – ILPT Transform

File Name File Size ILPT WinRar
Compression Compression

book1.txt 767 596 273 261

book2 612 456 179 161

creierul o enigma 494 328 139 122

regulament ordine interioara 84 50 14 10

tarzan of the apes 497 380 165 144

Yserver 260 158 14 12

Table II – NIT Transform

File Name File Size NIT WinRar
Compression Compression

book1.txt 767 697 273 233

book2 612 516 179 157

creierul o enigma 494 374 139 118

regulament ordine interioara 84 55 14 10

tarzan of the apes 497 434 165 141

Yserver 260 137 14 10

Table III – LIT Transform

File Name File Size LIT WinRar
Compression Compression

book1.txt 767 571 273 231

book2 612 431 179 154

creierul o enigma 494 310 139 117

regulament ordine interioara 84 55 14 10

tarzan of the apes 497 364 165 140

Yserver 260 124 14 9

Fig. 2. The original file and ILPT transformed file.
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Fig. 3. WinRar archived file with and without ILPT.

Fig. 4. The file with and without NIT.

Fig. 5. WinRar archived file with and without NIT.
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Fig. 6. File with and without LIT.

Fig. 7. WinRar archieved file with and without LIT.

Tables IV–VI are given in percentage of the rate of compression for archiving
performed.

Table IV – ILPT Transform

File Name ILPT WinRar
Compression (%) Compression (%)

book1.txt 22.29465 4.395604

book2 25.4902 10.05587

creierul o enigma 33.60324 12.23022

regulament ordine interioara 40.47619 28.57143

tarzan of the apes 23.54125 12.72727

Yserver 39.23077 14.28571
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Table V – NIT Transform

File Name ILPT WinRar
Compression (%) Compression (%)

book1.txt 9.126467 14.65201

book2 15.68627 12.2905

creierul o enigma 24.2915 15.10791

regulament ordine interioara 34.52381 28.57143

tarzan of the apes 12.67606 14.54545

Yserver 47.30769 28.57143

Table VI – LIT Transform

File Name ILPT WinRar
Compression (%) Compression (%)

book1.txt 25.55411 15.38462

book2 29.57516 13.96648

creierul o enigma 37.24696 15.82734

regulament ordine interioara 34.52381 28.57143

tarzan of the apes 26.76056 15.15152

Yserver 52.30769 35.71429

5. Conclusions

This paper presents important results in precompression processing for lossless
algorithms using a set of transforms for different text files. If Burrows-Wheeler Trans-
form (BWT), Star Transform (*), and Length-Index Preserving Transform (LIPT) are
already well-known and widely used for this purpose, the derived transforms (ILPT,
NIT, and LIT) are more recent and their capabilities still not enough exploited.

The present contribution focuses on the compression performances obtained using
this three transform methods in the particular case of the Romanian text files. All
three transforms present significant improvements over the original files in terms of
compression rate. There is not a distinction to be seen between transforms, no one
can say that one is better than the other.

As optimization of the compression process, some suggestions can be made:

• one can work with a database that retains all dictionary words at a time;

• one can define filters for words, for example, for an e-mail address;

• when the dictionary is formed, it may be lexicographical ordered, and not by
the frequency of occurrence and then a ”divide et impera” algorithm to search
for that word can be used.
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